
THE SPREAD OF JAZZ AND THE

New York's jazz scene was the home of bebop, which evolved over many years and reached its full identity in the mids.
Bebop "polarized.

But no white intellectual claimed that country music was British. They wanted to improve the society to
reflect their values, just like any other member of that society. By the 18th century, slaves in the New Orleans
area gathered socially at a special market, in an area which later became known as Congo Square, famous for
its African dances. While European nations held radio to be a publicly funded amenity, in America, true to its
early capitalist ideals, commercial model private broadcast stations came to be dominant as early as the late s
Harris. Louis Armstrong started his career in Storyville [78] and found success in Chicago. Early jazz was
more properly a descendant of ragtime than of blues. The two most common structures of a jazz piece is the
blues form, or bar form, and the AABA song form. Williams, also a pianist himself, was instrumental in
organizing the Blue Five series of recording sessions with rising stars of jazz and blues music such as Louis
Armstrong and Sidney Bechet. Around , when the four-string banjo and saxophone came in, musicians began
to improvise the melody line, but the harmony and rhythm remained unchanged. Black pianists played in bars,
clubs, and brothels, as ragtime developed. Nonetheless, Morton's art was still a clockwork art, in the sense that
the performance was carefully planned and very little room was left to improvisation. A riff is a musical
pattern or phrase that is repeated by one voice while a soloist improvises a melody. Tony Jackson's Pretty
Baby was the first big hit. For example, Benny Moten's band consisted of six musicians in , eight musicians in
, and by , the band was made up of ten musicians. However, the popularity of the genre continued to rise, and
many music students were drawn to the syncopated rhythms and relaxed feel. Thereafter jazz became an
important element in many leading dance orchestras, and jazz instrumentalists became numerous.
African-American musical traditions mixed with others and gradually jazz emerged from a blend of ragtime,
marches, blues, and other kinds of music. Jazz became "polite" and directed at the white, middle class
audiences who frequented the dance halls in Chicago. Improvisation on other people's material was, in fact,
more common when the musicians were using "inferior" material pop or folk songs, or military marches, or
religious hymns. The great diversity that the United States shelters further enforces the success of the hybrid
musical genre that inherently creates unease in some circles and great excitement and social involvement in
others. One of the most famous early jazz musicians, Benny Moten, was a native of Kansas City.


